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ADEOS Formations joins College de Paris 
 
Following its acquisition of a stake in Groupe 39, College de Paris, a higher education 

and continuing education group present in France and internationally, announces the 

arrival of ADEOS Formations, a professional training organization for companies and the 

general public, within its community. Present in France in face-to-face and e-learning 

formats, ADEOS Formations' ambition, along with College de Paris, is to make excellence 

accessible to individuals and companies by setting up true academies dedicated to the 

evolution and upgrading of skills. 

 

 
 

Accelerating College de Paris' growth in the continuing education sector 

 

Since its creation in 2011, College de Paris has made it its mission to make excellence 

accessible to individuals and corporate employees in multiple sectors such as business, digital 

marketing, digital, human resources and entrepreneurship. Always attentive to the market and 

the new needs and challenges of companies, the group offers its students a variety of training 

programs that correspond to their personal ambitions. 

 

Academic year 2022 : College de Paris is expanding its continuing education offer and 

announces the arrival of ADEOS Formations, a professional training organization for 

companies and the general public, founded by Eva Moulin.  



The goal? Accelerate the group's growth in the field of continuing professional education and 

develop the acquisition of employee skills throughout the country. 

 

« For more than 10 years, we have benefited from a very good reputation and are recognized 

and recommended for our responsiveness, for the originality of the educational content 

considered as a precursor which brings a real added value to companies. Our pioneering and 

adventurous DNA with strong and well anchored values allows us to climb mountains. This 

alliance will make sparks fly ! » - says Eva Moulin, founder of ADEOS Formations. 

 

As part of this acquisition, Eva Moulin was appointed National Director of the Continuing 

Professional Education Division, the third area of development for College de Paris after 

training for young people and job seekers. 

 

The integration of ADEOS Formations into College de Paris and the assumption of the 

management of the national pole will enable the amplification of a virtuous momentum to 

provide quality training and guide the success of companies with tailor-made support, 

innovative solutions and operational advice. Already associated within ECEMA Valence, the 

two structures intend to build together a reference offer in the field of adult training.   

 

Continuing education offer now enriched within College de Paris 

 

La The new structure will integrate all of the QUALIOPI certified training courses eligible for 

OPCO and CPF funding of ADEOS Formations :   

o ADEOS Formations, specialized in skills related to management, business, soft skills, 

communication, human resources, etc. 

o ADMETIS Formations, specialized in the mastery of foreign languages such as English, 

Chinese, Dutch or German. 

o ADTERRA Formations, an organization that responds exclusively to the needs of 

public structures with training courses dedicated to management in complex situations, 

integration of employees with disabilities, etc. 

 

Open to employees, business leaders and the general public, the training courses now 

offered by Collège de Paris and ADEOS Formations will be available in face-to-face sessions 

at 20 sites in France, as well as in e-learning and virtual classes. 

 

The two institutions will offer personalized degree courses so that each individual, regardless 

of their level of study, has access to excellence and can retrain if necessary. Companies will thus 

be able to see a real evolution in the skills of their employees and their employer brand will be 

enhanced. 

 

 

« College de Paris now trains more than 30,000 adults per year who benefit from the same 

commitment and the same educational quality as the 14,000 students enrolled in our higher 

education institutions for the start of the 2022 school year. ADEOS is both an exceptionally 

talented team and a very rich catalog that will enable us to build national partnerships with 

major companies and to accelerate in several areas, notably through an offer dedicated to the 

Professional Training Account with a professional approach that respects the individual choices 

of each person. » - says Olivier de Lagarde, president of College de Paris. 



The training organization intends to become the preferred partner of companies by 

providing them with key know-how and expertise to face economic changes and new 

challenges. 
 

_ _  

 

 

About College de Paris  

Founded in 2011 by Olivier and Nicolas de Lagarde, College de Paris is a company with a mission to make excellence 

accessible through a community of schools or training organizations that share three values: educational quality; 

international openness; and individualized support towards employment. Three target groups benefit from the 

programs: young people, particularly through apprenticeships; employees; and job seekers. The activity is spread 

throughout the country through more than fifty of its own establishments, supplemented by a network of one 

hundred and fifty accredited partners. By 2022, College de Paris will be supporting 14,000 students and 30,000 

adults. 

More information : https://www.collegedeparis.fr 
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